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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF ORAL ARGUMENT 

Governor Snyder does not request oral argument.  Oral argument 

is not likely to provide significant aid to a decision in this appeal 

because the arguments are straightforward.  The briefs and record 

adequately present the facts and legal arguments concerning whether 

the district court properly exercised its discretion to deny the Saginaw 

Tribe permissive intervention.  Notably, the Saginaw Chippewa Indian 

Tribe of Michigan did not seek oral argument on its motion to intervene.  

Deciding this appeal without oral argument is consistent with the 

speedy resolution that the Saginaw Tribe seeks because the underlying 

case between the Bay Mills Indian Community and Governor Snyder 

continues to proceed even while this appeal is pending.   

This speedy resolution is also important to the Governor, who has 

been in gaming compact negotiations with the Bay Mills Indian 

Community for several years.  Resolving the underlying litigation is an 

important step toward reaching agreement on a new compact, which 

the Governor seeks to do in the roughly eighteen months he has left in 

office.  Drawing out this litigation is likely to affect the parties’ progress 

and momentum in those negotiations. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

The Bay Mills Indian Community cited 28 U.S.C. § 1362, not 28 

U.S.C. § 1331, as the basis for jurisdiction and has requested a 

declaratory judgment and further relief pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 

and 2202.  (Am. Compl. 11/11/15, R. 25, p. 1, Page ID #163.)  An order 

denying intervention is not a final decision of the district court as 

described in 28 U.S.C. § 1291 because the proceedings in the district 

court are continuing.  But Governor Snyder does not contest that the 

district court denied the Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan 

both permissive and mandatory intervention in this case and, therefore, 

that decision is immediately appealable as a collateral order.  See 

Purnell v. City of Akron, 925 F.2d 941, 945 (6th Cir. 1991). 
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COUNTER-STATEMENT OF ISSUE PRESENTED 

1. Did the district court properly exercise its discretion to deny 
the Saginaw Tribe permissive intervention more than five 
years after the Bay Mills Indian Community sued the 
Governor to stop him from enforcing state anti-gaming laws 
on off-reservation land allegedly purchased with funds from 
the Michigan Land Claims Settlement Act because the 
Saginaw Tribe has no claims or defenses that share 
questions of law or fact with the main action, the motion was 
untimely, and allowing intervention would prejudice the 
parties? 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Bay Mills Indian Community and the Michigan Governor are 

parties to a long-standing dispute concerning whether Bay Mills may 

operate an off-reservation casino in violation of state law on fee land it 

purchased in Vanderbilt, Michigan (the Vanderbilt Parcel).  The claims 

and defenses in this case revolve around whether Bay Mills purchased 

the Vanderbilt Parcel with earnings on certain funds from the Michigan 

Indian Land Claims Settlement Act, (MILCSA), Pub. L. No. 105–143, 

111 Stat. 2652 (1997), and, if so, whether the Vanderbilt Parcel is 

subject to or immune from state law.   

Bay Mills and the Governor are not poised to settle their dispute.  

Nevertheless, more than five years after Bay Mills filed this lawsuit, 

the Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan moved to intervene for 

the express purpose of preventing the parties from settling now or in 

the future, regardless of the terms.  The Saginaw Tribe nominally 

claims an interest in preventing the Vanderbilt casino from competing 

with its own casinos.  But its real aim is to influence the negotiations 

the Governor has been holding with six tribes, including Bay Mills and 
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the Saginaw Tribe, for gaming compacts under the Indian Gaming and 

Regulatory Act (IGRA), 25 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq.   

The Saginaw Tribe is not entitled to permissive intervention 

under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b) under any circumstances, and especially not 

to force the parties to litigate this case to a final judgment to obtain 

leverage in the gaming compact negotiations.  The Saginaw Tribe 

receives no MILCSA funds, has no rights or duties under MILCSA, and 

has no role in enforcing the state laws that state officials may use to 

shut down the Vanderbilt casino.  Thus, the Saginaw Tribe has no 

claims or defenses that share questions of law or fact in common with 

Bay Mills’ claims or the Governor’s defenses in this case.  Further, the 

Saginaw Tribe’s motion to intervene was untimely and allowing it to 

intervene now will delay the underlying case and prejudice the parties.  

Consequently, the district court properly exercised its discretion to deny 

the Saginaw Tribe permissive intervention. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. The Michigan Indian Land Claims Settlement Act  

Congress enacted MILCSA in 1997 to distribute judgment funds 

for successful claims filed in the Indian Claims Commission related to 

four specific treaties.  See MILCSA, § 102(a); Treaty with the Ottawa 

and Chippewa, 7 Stat. 207 (July 6, 1820); Treaty with the Ottawa, etc., 

7 Stat. 491 (Mar. 28, 1836); Treaty with the Ottawa and Chippewa, 11 

Stat. 621 (July 31, 1855); Treaty with the Chippewa of Sault Ste. Marie, 

11 Stat. 631 (Aug. 2, 1855).  Bay Mills was a party to the Indian Claims 

Commission cases involving those four treaties and, therefore, received 

judgment funds under MILCSA, § 104.  (Am. Compl. 11/11/15, R. 25, ¶¶ 

13–17, Page ID #165–166.)   

Congress, however, had already distributed judgment funds to the 

Saginaw Tribe and its members for different Indian Claims Commission 

cases involving other treaties.  See Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of 

Michigan Distribution of Judgment Funds Act, Pub. L. No. 99–346, 100 

Stat. 674 (June 30, 1986).  MILCSA mentions the Saginaw Tribe only to 

exclude its members from receiving an additional distribution of funds.  
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See MILCSA, § 106(e).  MILCSA does not distribute funds to the 

Saginaw Tribe or apply to the Saginaw Tribe in any respect.   

MILCSA, § 107, is Bay Mill’s approved plan to use and distribute 

its judgment funds.  The plan specifically required the Bay Mills 

Executive Council to establish a “nonexpendable” Land Trust to receive 

twenty percent (20%) of Bay Mills’ share of the judgment funds.  

MILCSA, § 107(a)(1).  MILCSA provides that the “earnings generated 

by the Land Trust shall be used exclusively for improvements on tribal 

land or the consolidation and enhancement of tribal landholdings 

through purchase or exchange.  Any land acquired with funds from the 

Land Trust shall be held as Indian lands are held.”  MILCSA, § 

107(a)(3).  The legal effect of this provision is at the center of the 

dispute concerning whether the Governor has authority under state law 

to prohibit Bay Mills from gaming on the off-reservation fee lands it 

acquires with MILCSA funds.   

B. Bay Mills’ new casino in Vanderbilt 

In August 2010, Bay Mills purchased fee land in Corwith 

Township, Otsego County, Michigan (the Vanderbilt Parcel) allegedly 

with “earnings of the Land Trust.”  (Am. Compl. 11/11/15, R. 25, ¶ 25, 
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Page ID #167; Warranty Deed (8/27/2010) 11/11/15, R. 25-2, Page ID 

#188–90.)  The Vanderbilt Parcel is in Michigan’s Lower Peninsula, 

more than 100 miles from the Bay Mills reservation and trust lands in 

the Upper Peninsula.  See Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Cmty., 695 

F.3d 406, 409 (6th Cir. 2012).  Bay Mills began operating a casino on 

the Vanderbilt Parcel on November 3, 2010.  (Am. Compl. 11/11/15, R. 

25, ¶ 36, Page ID #168.)   

On December 16, 2010, the State of Michigan sent a letter to Bay 

Mills demanding it immediately cease operating the Vanderbilt casino 

because those activities violated state and federal civil and criminal 

laws.  (Ltr. to Tierney 11/11/15, R. 25-4, Page ID #206–07.)  On 

December 21, the Department of the Interior (Interior) concluded that 

using MILCSA funds did not make the Vanderbilt Parcel Indian lands 

eligible for gaming under IGRA.  (Interior Indian Lands Op. 1/13/17, R. 

54-3, Page ID #437–452.)  The National Indian Gaming Commission 

relied on that opinion to conclude that it lacked jurisdiction over the 

Vanderbilt casino pursuant to IGRA.  (NIGC Jurisdiction Memo. 

1/13/17, R. 54-4, Page ID #454–56.)   
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C. Three lawsuits and a trip to the Supreme Court 

The same day that the National Indian Gaming Commission 

disclaimed jurisdiction over the Vanderbilt casino, the State of 

Michigan sued Bay Mills to prevent it from gaming on the Vanderbilt 

Parcel.1  (1:10-cv-01273 Compl. 12/21/10, R. 1, Page ID #1–8.)  The 

Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians filed its own lawsuit 

against Bay Mills the next day.  (1:10-cv-01278 Compl. 12/22/10, R. 1, 

Page ID #1–7.)  The district court viewed the two suits as related and 

required the parties to both suits to make their filings in the State’s 

case, which it deemed the lead case.  (1:10-cv-01278 Op. and Order 

Granting Prelim. Inj. 3/29/11, R. 42, Page ID #1321.)  The district court 

subsequently issued a preliminary injunction against Bay Mills, which 

prohibited gaming on the Vanderbilt Parcel.  (1:10-cv-01278 Op. and 

Order Granting Prelim. Inj. 3/29/11, R. 42, Page ID #1321–38.) 

                                                           
1  The Sixth Circuit may take notice of the proceeding in the two related 
Vanderbilt casino cases.  See United States v. Ferguson, 681 F.3d 826, 
834 (6th Cir. 2012) (quoting 21B Charles Alan Wright et al., Federal 
Practice and Procedure § 5106.4 (2d ed. 2005)) (“‘Courts can properly 
notice prior judicial acts for the purpose of acting upon them.’”).  
Designations of the record in these two other cases rely on the case 
number assigned by the district court for the sake of simplicity. 
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In July 2011, Bay Mills filed a third lawsuit—the instant action— 

seeking a declaratory judgment that the Governor and his 

representatives have no authority over the Vanderbilt Parcel because it 

is subject only to Bay Mills’ tribal law and federal law.  (Compl. 7/15/11, 

R. 1, Page ID #1–6.)  Bay Mills claims that it has a lawful right to 

operate the Vanderbilt casino, making this case the flip side of the 

State’s case attempting to prohibit that gaming under state law.  The 

district court stayed the lawsuit while Bay Mills asserted tribal 

sovereign immunity as a defense to the State’s and the Little Traverse 

Bay Bands’ suits.  (Order Lifting Stay 9/30/16, R. 35, Page ID #251.)  

This Court ultimately vacated the preliminary injunction on tribal 

sovereign immunity grounds.  See Bay Mills, 695 F.3d at 409.  The 

Little Traverse Bay Bands’ case was dismissed with prejudice when it 

did not appeal this Court’s decision.  (1:10-cv-01278 Order Dismissing 

Case 9/25/12, R. 174, Page ID #2413.)  The State appealed, but the 

Supreme Court affirmed this Court’s holding that tribal sovereign 

immunity barred the lawsuit.  See Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Cmty., 

134 S. Ct. 2024 (2014). 
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D. Remand and the MILCSA stipulations 

The State’s case returned to the district court in 2015.  (1:10-cv-

01273 Remand Order 2/23/15, R. 190, Page ID #2665.)  Consistent with 

the Supreme Court’s decision, the State amended its complaint to drop 

the claims against Bay Mills and plead claims against the current 

members of the Bay Mills Executive Council and Bay Mills Gaming 

Commission.  (1:10-cv-01273 Second Am. Compl. 4/30/15, R. 199, Page 

ID #2891–2979.)  See Bay Mills, 134 S. Ct. at 2035 (holding that the 

State could sue tribal officials and employees for gambling without a 

state license).  Since 2015, the State’s case has been known informally 

as Glezen, after the first defendant named on the pleadings after 

remand. 

By the time the State amended the Glezen complaint, almost five 

years had passed since Bay Mills opened the Vanderbilt casino.  The 

parties in both Glezen and this case concluded that it would be more 

efficient to address the threshold legal question concerning whether 

using MILCSA funds transforms fee lands into Indian lands eligible for 

gaming under IGRA before taking other actions in either lawsuit.  The 

parties chose to stay Glezen and brief that MILCSA issue in this case.   
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On September 23, 2015, the parties entered stipulations in this 

case and Glezen to coordinate the two cases.  (MILCSA Stipulation 

9/23/15, R. 21, Page ID #100–07; 1:10-cv-01273 MILCSA Stipulation 

9/23/15, R. 222, Page ID #3028–34.)  The district court entered the 

orders carrying out the MILCSA stipulations the next day.  (Order 

Entering MILCSA Stipulation 9/24/15, R. 22, Page ID #108; 1:10-cv-

01273 Order Entering MILCSA Stipulation 9/24/15, R. 223, Page ID 

#3035–36.) 

The stipulation in this case required the Governor to file a 

dispositive motion raising the threshold MILCSA question by February 

1, 2016.  (MILCSA Stipulation 9/23/15, R. 21, ¶ 14.c, Page ID #104.)  

However, beginning on January 7, 2016, Bay Mills and Governor 

Snyder entered into the first of six stipulations to extend the briefing 

schedule.  (Stipulation 1/7/16, R. 28, Page ID #233–34; Order Extending 

Briefing Deadlines 1/8/16, R. 29, Page ID #236.)  The final stipulation to 

extend the briefing schedule on the threshold MILCSA issue set 

January 13, 2017, as the deadline for the Governor to file a dispositive 

motion.  (Stipulation 12/7/16, R. 41, Page ID #267; Order Extending 

Briefing Deadlines 12/7/16, R. 42, Page ID #271.)   
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E. The Saginaw Tribe moves to intervene, but the trial 
court denies the motion  

On January 12, 2017, the day before the Governor’s motion for 

summary judgment was due, the Saginaw Tribe moved for mandatory 

and permissive intervention.  (Saginaw Tribe Mot. to Intervene 1/12/17, 

R. 44, Page ID #274–77.)  The Saginaw Tribe argued that its motion 

was timely because it had just learned of a potential settlement and the 

case was in its early stages.  (Saginaw Tribe’s Memo. In Support of 

Intervention 1/12/17, R. 47, Page ID #380–81.)  The Saginaw Tribe 

claimed it was entitled to mandatory intervention because it had a 

substantial interest in preventing competition from an off-reservation 

casino, it had been involved in IGRA’s enactment, and the Governor did 

not adequately represent those interests.  (Saginaw Tribe’s Memo. In 

Support of Intervention 1/12/17, R. 47, Page ID #380–84.)  The Saginaw 

Tribe also asserted it was entitled to permissive intervention because 

its proposed answer to the amended complaint was largely the same as 

the Governor’s answer and it was an intended beneficiary of the Bay 

Mills gaming compact.  (Saginaw Tribe’s Memo. In Support of 

Intervention 1/12/17, R. 47, Page ID #385.)   
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Before the Governor and Bay Mills could respond to the Saginaw 

Tribe’s motion to intervene, the Nottawaseppi Huron Band of the 

Potawatomi also moved to intervene in this case.  (Nottawaseppi Mot. to 

Intervene 1/25/17, R. 58, Page ID #553.)  The Governor opposed both 

motions to intervene.  (Governor’s Br. Opposing Saginaw Tribe’s Mot. to 

Intervene 1/26/17, R. 61, Page ID #590–637; Governor’s Br. Opposing 

Nottawaseppi Mot. to Intervene 2/8/17, R. 67, Page ID #666–79.)  Bay 

Mills also opposed both motions.  (Bay Mills’ Br. Opposing Saginaw 

Tribe’s Mot. to Intervene 1/26/17, R. 62, Page ID #638–648; Bay Mills’ 

Br. Opposing Nottawaseppi Mot. to Intervene 2/8/17, R. 68, Page ID 

#728–739.)   

Substantively, the Governor argued that the Saginaw Tribe’s 

motion was not timely.  (Governor’s Br. Opposing Saginaw Tribe’s Mot. 

to Intervene 1/26/17, R. 61, Page ID #596–98.)  The Governor also 

asserted that the Saginaw Tribe failed to meet the test for mandatory 

intervention because it is not a beneficiary of the Bay Mills compact, its 

economic interests and role related to IGRA’s enactment were not 

substantial rights, and the Governor adequately represents the 

Saginaw Tribe’s interest.  (Governor’s Br. Opposing Saginaw Tribe’s 
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Mot. to Intervene 1/26/17, R. 61, Page ID #598–99.)  The Governor also 

contended that the Saginaw Tribe did not meet the standard for 

permissive intervention because MILCSA does not apply to the Saginaw 

Tribe and, therefore, it did not have the requisite common claims or 

defenses; it had merely asserted the position the Governor has taken 

and continues to take in the litigation.  (Governor’s Br. Opposing 

Saginaw Tribe’s Mot. to Intervene 1/26/17, R. 61, Page ID #603–04.)   

The district court denied each tribe’s motion to intervene in its 

entirety.  (Order Denying Mots. to Intervene 3/8/17, R. 69, Page ID 

#740–49.)  The court noted that the Saginaw Tribe argued that its 

motion was timely, but did not decide the timeliness issue because it 

rejected the motion on other substantive grounds.  (Order Denying 

Mots. to Intervene 3/8/17, R. 69, Page ID #741.)  The court held that the 

Saginaw Tribe’s interest in minimizing economic competition or its 

connection to IGRA were not the type of substantial right that support 

mandatory intervention.  (Order Denying Mots. to Intervene 3/8/17, R. 

69, Page ID #742–45.)  Further, it concluded that mandatory 

intervention was not warranted because the Governor adequately 
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represented the anti-gaming position the Saginaw Tribe advocated.  

(Order Denying Mots. to Intervene 3/8/17, R. 69, Page ID #745.)  

The district court also denied the Saginaw Tribe permissive 

intervention because it lacks claims or defenses that have questions of 

law or fact in common with the central issue in this case, which is the 

interpretation of MILCSA.  (Order Denying Mots. to Intervene 3/8/17, 

R. 69, Page ID #746.)  As the court explained, the Saginaw Tribe is not 

a “party” to, a “beneficiary of,” or “regulated by” MILCSA.  (Order 

Denying Mots. to Intervene 3/8/17, R. 69, Page ID #746.)  Further, 

Michigan has separate gaming compacts with each of its tribes and this 

case does not require interpreting other compacts or a provision in the 

Bay Mills compact concerning trust lands.  (Order Denying Mots. to 

Intervene 3/8/17, R. 69, Page ID #746.)  Finally, the court added that 

the Governor’s adequate representation of the Saginaw Tribe’s interest 

in opposing off-reservation gaming was “[a]lso supporting” its decision 

to deny permissive intervention.  (Order Denying Mots. to Intervene 

3/8/17, R. 69, Page ID #745.)  

The Saginaw Tribe appeals only the district court’s decision to 

deny permissive intervention under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b).   
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 

“The denial of permissive intervention should be reversed only for 

clear abuse of discretion by the trial judge.”  Purnell v. City of Akron, 

925 F.2d 941, 951 (6th Cir. 1991). 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The court properly exercised its discretion to deny permissive 

intervention for a number of reasons.  The Saginaw Tribe has no rights 

or obligations under MILCSA and has no role in enforcing state laws 

regulating gaming.  Therefore, it does not have claims or defenses that 

share common questions of law or fact with this dispute.  As a result, 

this Court need not address the motion’s timeliness.  If timeliness were 

a question on appeal, the Court should remand the issue to the district 

court for the appropriate factual findings.  But even if the Court decides 

the question itself, the record establishes that the Saginaw Tribe did 

not demonstrate that its motion, filed more than five years after this 

lawsuit, was timely.   

Further, allowing intervention now would cause delay and 

prejudice the Governor by interfering with unrelated gaming compact 

negotiations and Michigan’s government-to-government relationship 
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with Bay Mills.  Contrary to the Saginaw Tribe’s arguments, the 

district court did not make standing or inadequate representation 

additional requirements for permissive intervention.  Thus, this Court 

should affirm the district court. 

ARGUMENT 

I. The district court properly exercised its discretion to deny 
the Saginaw Tribe permissive intervention because it lacks 
claims or defenses that share a common question of law or 
fact with the main action and the motion was both 
untimely and prejudicial. 

“To intervene permissively, a proposed intervenor must establish 

that the motion for intervention is timely and alleges [claims or 

defenses with] at least one common question of law or fact.”  United 

States v. Michigan, 424 F.3d 438, 445 (6th Cir. 2005).  If a proposed 

intervenor makes both showings, the “district court must then balance 

undue delay and prejudice to the original parties, if any, and any other 

relevant factors to determine whether, in the court’s discretion, 

intervention should be allowed.”  Id.   

The district court did not address whether the Saginaw Tribe had 

demonstrated that its motion was timely.  Accordingly, this brief first 

addresses whether the Saginaw Tribe has claims and defenses in 
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common with this case to follow the district court’s reasoning and 

because the Court should affirm on that basis alone.  The brief then 

addresses timeliness, discusses the balance between undue delay, 

prejudice, and other relevant factors, and explains why the district 

court did not add unnecessary requirements to the test for permissive 

intervention as the Saginaw Tribe contends.  Each of those other factors 

provide independent and additional reasons to affirm the district court’s 

decision. 

A. The Saginaw Tribe has no claims or defenses that 
share common questions of law or fact with this case. 

The Saginaw Tribe repeats the claims or defenses language of 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b), but never explains the claims or defenses it has 

that share questions of law or fact in common with the claims and 

defenses in this case.  The Saginaw Tribe glosses over this issue 

because it has no involvement in this dispute between Bay Mills and 

the Governor and, therefore, has no claims or defenses that support 

permissive intervention. 

A “claim” is synonymous with “cause of action,” which are the “fact 

or facts which give a person a right to judicial redress or relief against 
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another.”  Black’s Law Dictionary 221, 247 (6th ed. 1990); see also Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 8(a) (pleading a claim requires a statement concerning why 

the party is entitled to relief).  The Saginaw Tribe seeks to intervene in 

this case as a defendant and does not assert that it has a right to 

judicial redress against any other person arising out of the facts 

surrounding Vanderbilt casino litigation.  Thus, the Saginaw Tribe 

cannot obtain intervention based on a claim that shares a question of 

law or fact in common with this case. 

A defense is a response “which is alleged by the party proceeded 

against in an action or suit, as a reason in law or fact why the plaintiff 

should not recover or establish what he seeks.”  Black’s Law Dictionary 

419 (6th ed. 1990).  A defense is a personal response to the claims that 

have been asserted against that party.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(b)(1) (twice 

referring to defenses as a response to claims “asserted against” the 

party stating the defense).   

Bay Mills’ amended complaint states a single claim for declaratory 

and other relief pleaded solely against the Governor.  Paragraphs 37 

through 46 allege that the Governor, through his representatives, has 

asserted civil and criminal jurisdiction over the Vanderbilt Parcel and 
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the activities of Bay Mills, as well as its officials, agents, and employees 

in a number of different ways.  (Am. Compl. 11/11/15, R. 25, Page ID 

#168–70.)  Bay Mills claims that this conduct violates the Supremacy 

Clause, U.S. Const. art. VI, cl. 2, MILCSA, and also “fundamental 

provisions of federal Indian law.”  (Am. Compl. 11/11/15, R. 25, ¶ 44, 

Page ID #170.)  The amended complaint does not have a single 

allegation directly or indirectly concerning the Saginaw Tribe.   

The Vanderbilt casino dispute exists solely between the Governor, 

who is attempting to enforce state law, and Bay Mills, which is 

attempting to stop him from doing so.  The Saginaw Tribe never 

explains who might threaten to press a claim against it or the nature of 

the claim that might require it to present a defense in any context or 

forum that shares facts or law in common with this case.  Simply put, 

Bay Mills cannot complain that the Saginaw Tribe – like the Governor – 

is interfering in its efforts to conduct gaming on the Vanderbilt Parcel 

because the Saginaw Tribe does not enforce state law.  Therefore, there 

is no reason why the Saginaw Tribe would ever have to assert defenses 

that have some commonality with the Governor’s defenses in this case. 
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Moreover, this case revolves around MILCSA, § 107, which 

governs how Bay Mills (and only Bay Mills) expends the earnings on 

funds in its Land Trust.  The Saginaw Tribe receives no funds, has no 

rights, and has no obligations under any section of MILCSA.  The 

Saginaw Tribe will never find itself as a plaintiff or a defendant in a 

MILCSA case, whether involving Bay Mills, the Governor, or any other 

party.  Although the Saginaw Tribe has its own judgment funds act, it 

does not have “held as Indian lands are held” language that parallels 

MILCSA, § 107, and is the basis for Bay Mills’ claim.  See Saginaw 

Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan Distribution of Judgment Funds 

Act, Pub. L. No. 99–346, 100 Stat. 674 (June 30, 1986).  If the Saginaw 

Tribe did have some connection to MILCSA or if its own judgment funds 

act had language similar to MILCSA, it would not be intervening on the 

side of a party enforcing state law to prevent tribal gaming.  With those 

facts, the Saginaw Tribe would be allied with the tribal party seeking 

the right to game.   

The Saginaw Tribe pins its hopes for intervention on its argument 

that MILCSA is Bay Mills’ “stepping stone” to IGRA because IGRA 

applies to its own casinos on Indian lands.  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on 
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Appeal 5/16/17, p. 28.)  The Governor has asserted defenses to Bay 

Mills’ IGRA preemption theory both in his answer and in his motion for 

summary judgment.  But, as explained above, to argue that this is an 

IGRA case is inconsistent with asserting that state law can bar gaming 

on the Vanderbilt Parcel because IGRA does not apply.   

Nor is there merit in the Saginaw Tribe’s argument that this case 

has the potential to affect IGRA, a statute under which it is regulated, 

by amending 25 U.S.C. § 2703(4) to list fee lands acquired with 

MILCSA funds as a new category of Indian lands eligible for gaming.  If 

Bay Mills prevails in this case, it will not be because the district court 

interpreted IGRA to allow off-reservation gaming, contrary to the 

Saginaw Tribe’s (and the Governor’s) interpretation of IGRA.  Rather, it 

will be because the district court concluded that fee lands acquired with 

MILCSA funds are not equivalent to off-reservation lands because they 

fit within the existing definition of Indian lands eligible for gaming 

under IGRA.  Thus, this case does not have the implications for IGRA 

that the Saginaw Tribe asserts. 

Even if IGRA were at the center of this case, the Saginaw Tribe 

makes this IGRA argument in an attempt to twist mandatory 
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intervention precedent concerning a common regulatory scheme to fit 

the permissive intervention context.  See Michigan State AFL–CIO v. 

Miller, 103 F.3d 1240, 1245 (6th Cir.1997) (business organization 

allowed to intervene in case where several factors supported mandatory 

intervention, including the fact that it was “regulated by at least three 

of the four statutory provisions challenged by plaintiffs”).  Yet, the 

standard for intervention under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b) does not ask 

whether the prospective intervenor is regulated under the same statute 

as one of the parties.  That standard would be so low it would provide 

automatic intervention in virtually every case involving a statutory 

scheme that applies to multiple actors; every tribe with a casino 

regulated under IGRA could intervene in every other case involving 

gaming under IGRA.   

Even when the Saginaw Tribe does not focus on IGRA, its 

arguments fail to connect its economic interest in minimizing 

competition with its own casinos to any defense it has that meets the 

standard for permissive intervention.  Instead, it touts the similarity 

between its proposed answer and the Governor’s answer to the amended 

complaint.  (Governor’s Answer to Am. Compl. 12/7/15, R. 26, Page ID 
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#208–30; Saginaw Tribe’s Proposed Answer to Am. Compl. 1/12/17, R. 

44-1, Page ID #278–96.)  The Saginaw Tribe is actually arguing that 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b) would grant it permissive intervention simply 

because it repeats a majority of the Governor’s defenses to Bay Mills’ 

claims.  Permissive intervention under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b) may be 

interpreted broadly, but it does not require courts to abandon analysis 

in favor of accepting as true the proposed intervenor’s allegations taken 

from the real party in interest’s pleading.   

Moreover, this Court has explained that intervention “balances 

two competing interests – judicial economy resulting from the 

disposition of related issues in a single lawsuit and focused litigation 

resulting from the need to govern the complexity of a single lawsuit.”  

Jansen v. City of Cincinnati, 904 F.2d 336, 340 (6th Cir. 1990).  But the 

Saginaw Tribe will never be forced to respond to claims asserted against 

it that share questions of law or fact in common with the Governor’s 

defenses to Bay Mills’ amended complaint.  Without another dispute 

that might make its way to court, there is no interest in judicial 

economy to balance against the needs of this case – intervention merely 

adds unwarranted complexity to this case.  Keeping the litigation 
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restricted to and focused on the parties clearly wins the day under the 

facts here. 

B. The Saginaw Tribe’s motion to intervene was 
untimely. 

The Saginaw Tribe contends that its motion meets the timeliness 

requirement in Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b).  The district court did not decide 

this issue, and indeed, did not find it necessary due to the strength of its 

ruling on the substantive question concerning common claims or 

defenses.  Since a proposed intervenor must make a showing of both a 

common question of law or fact and timeliness, this Court need not 

reach the timeliness issue if it agrees with the district court that there 

is no common question of law or fact. 

Assuming the Court addresses timeliness, it would either have to 

decide the issue or remand to the district court for it to make factual 

findings concerning timeliness.  The best course of action would be to 

remand to the district court judge who has presided over all three 

Vanderbilt casino cases since 2010 to make the necessary factual 

findings.  See Bradley v. Milliken, 828 F.2d 1186, 1191–92 (6th Cir. 

1987) (concluding that it would “be improper to make findings on all the 
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relevant [timeliness] criteria without the benefit of the district court’s 

insights”); see, generally, Michigan State AFL-CIO v. Miller, 103 F.3d 

1240, 1248 (6th Cir. 1997) (remand to develop factual record concerning 

permissive intervention would have been required if it were not clear 

that mandatory intervention applied).  The district court judge has the 

best understanding of the related nature of all three cases, the parties’ 

progress in the cases, and the complexities that are likely to arise if the 

Saginaw Tribe intervenes.  His decision would be entitled to deference 

under the abuse of discretion standard of review.  See, generally, Pierce 

v. Underwood, 487 U.S. 552, 560 (1988) (describing abuse of discretion 

as a “deferential” standard of review).  If the court does decide this 

timeliness issue, the facts compel the conclusion that the motion was 

untimely.   

The Sixth Circuit has identified five factors to consider to 

determine whether a motion to intervene is timely.  Jansen, 904 F.2d at 

340.  The first timeliness factor looks at “the point to which the suit has 

progressed[.]”  Id.  According to the Tribe, this case is in its earliest 

stages.  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, p. 24.)  That argument, 

however, takes an inappropriately narrow perspective on the Vanderbilt 
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casino litigation rather than considering timeliness in the “context of all 

relevant circumstances.”  Jansen, 904 F.2d at 340.  Here, when all the 

relevant circumstances are considered, this case is not in its early 

stages. 

Before Bay Mills appealed the preliminary injunction to the Sixth 

Circuit, all parties in the three Vanderbilt casino cases had briefed key 

issues related to the preliminary injunction and had filed or responded 

to dispositive and procedural motions.  The parties had actively pursued 

written discovery, exchanged documents, and deposed both lay 

witnesses (including tribal leaders) and expert witnesses.  The dozens of 

certificates of service, proofs of service, and certificates of mailing filed 

with the district court referring to discovery activities confirm that the 

parties were substantially advancing the litigation.  See Midwest Realty 

Mgmt. Co. v. City of Beavercreek, 93 F. App’x 782, 786 (6th Cir. 2004) 

(progress in discovery and motion practice relevant to timeliness).   

After the Supreme Court decided the tribal sovereign immunity, 

the State’s case against Bay Mills officials continued in the district 

court.  The district court and the parties have consistently treated these 

lawsuits as a single dispute over the Vanderbilt casino by consolidating 
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filings in the Little Traverse Bay Bands and State cases and staying the 

Bay Mills suit.  The MILCSA stipulations entered in Glezen and this 

case in 2015 not only reflect that continuing coordination, they attempt 

to advance both remaining cases simultaneously by reaching a 

threshold legal issue that is critical in both cases.  Accordingly, this 

litigation is not in its early stages – a point underscored by the fact that 

more than six years have passed since Bay Mills opened the casino.   

The second timeliness factor considers “the purpose for which 

intervention is sought[.]”  Jansen, 904 F.2d at 340.  The Saginaw Tribe 

argues that it is seeking to protect rights that a settlement might affect 

it and that it did not have to move to intervene until it had reason to 

believe that a settlement would include objectionable terms.  (Saginaw 

Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, pp. 23–24.)  But there is no settlement on 

the table.   

Even if there were a potential for settlement in the future, the 

settlement would not affect the Saginaw Tribe.  The Saginaw Tribe has 

no connection to MILCSA at all and does not enforce state gaming laws.  

See, e.g., Michigan Gaming Control and Revenue Act, Mich. Comp. 

Laws § 432.218 (authorizing attorney general and county prosecutors to 
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prosecute felony violations).  Nor does the Saginaw Tribe have a legal 

interest in the Vanderbilt Parcel or any nearby property that might be 

affected by how Bay Mills uses its own land.  (Warranty Deed 

(8/27/2010) 11/11/15, R. 25-2, Page ID #188–90; Reed Decl. 1/12/17, R. 

46, Page ID #298.)  Cf. Midwest Realty, 93 F. App’x at 784 (property 

owners moved to intervene when they learned that settlement required 

city to rezone adjacent property to allow development prohibited by 

referendum).  Thus, the Saginaw Tribe does not seek to intervene to 

protect its legitimate interests affected by settlement, making 

intervention essentially function as interference. 

The third timeliness factor examines “the length of time preceding 

the application during which the proposed intervenors knew or should 

have known of their interest in the case[.]  Jansen, 904 F.2d at 340.  

The Saginaw Tribe never states when, exactly, it first learned of the 

potential for a settlement with unfavorable terms.  (Saginaw Tribe Br. 

on Appeal 5/16/17, p. 25.)  Not withstanding that omission, the Saginaw 

Tribe knew or should have known about its supposed need to intervene 

in this case well before January 2017.   
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All tribes in Michigan, including the Saginaw Tribe, have been 

closely watching this litigation since 2010 because the Supreme Court 

decision elevated the profile of this case and because gaming in 

Michigan is highly competitive.  The attention only increased when the 

gaming compact negotiations began.  The large number of stipulations 

to extend the briefing schedule on the MILCSA issue filed in 2016 made 

it clear to all the tribes that the parties in this case were talking, not 

merely asking for more time to work on their briefs.   

There was also public speculation that Bay Mills and the State 

were in talks.  On November 18, 2016, the Petoskey News reported that 

Bay Mills would be reopening the Vanderbilt casino.  (Article 1/26/17, R. 

61-4, Page ID #611–13.)  Other news outlets that follow Indian gaming 

picked up the story.  (Article 1/26/17, R. 61-5, Page ID #615–18; Article 

1/26/17, R. 61-6, Page ID #620–22.)   

The Saginaw Tribe confesses that it was “monitor[ing] the docket 

in this case and the parties’ position on settlement.”  (Reed Decl. 

1/12/17, R. 46, ¶ 23, Page ID #304.)  It was also watching this case 

closely enough to obtain a copy of a letter from the National Indian 

Gaming Commission to a member of the Bay Mills Gaming Commission 
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dated December 5, 2016, which referred to a potential settlement.  

(Letter to Walden 1/12/17, R. 46-8, Page ID #351–75.)  Yet, the Saginaw 

Tribe waited until the day before Governor Snyder’s motion for 

summary judgment was due to seek intervention.  Even looking at this 

case since 2015, the Saginaw Tribe did not act promptly when it sought 

to intervene. 

The fourth timeliness factor analyzes the “prejudice to the original 

parties due to the proposed intervenors’ failure to promptly intervene 

after they knew or reasonably should have known of their interest in 

the case[.]”  Jansen, 904 F.2d at 340.  The Saginaw Tribe’s only 

comment on prejudice to the Governor and Bay Mills is its erroneous 

argument that this case has not yet really started, ignoring the long 

history of active litigation between the parties in the State’s case.  

There would be substantial delay in the district court’s ability to decide 

the key MILCSA issue that was already fully briefed as of April 7, 2017, 

if the Saginaw Tribe is allowed to intervene now.  (Governor’s Br. 

Supporting Summ. J. 1/13/17, R. 54, Page ID #401–538; Bay Mills Br. 

Opposing Summ. J. 3/17/17, R. 70, Page ID #750–781; Governor’s Reply 

Br. Supporting Summ. J. 4/7/17, R. 81, Page ID #862–876.)  There is 
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also likely to be duplicative discovery, procedural issues, and other 

inefficiencies that prejudice the Governor and Bay Mills if the Saginaw 

Tribe intervenes in a case that has been pending for so long. 

The final timeliness factor asks whether there are “unusual 

circumstances militating against or in favor of intervention.”  Jansen, 

904 F.2d at 340.  The Saginaw Tribe claims that, as another tribe that 

operates casinos subject to IGRA, it has a unique interest in advocating 

the federal interests against off-reservation gaming that weighs in favor 

of intervention.  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, pp. 25–26.)  

However, the relevant federal agencies (Interior and the National 

Indian Gaming Commission) already concluded that IGRA does not 

apply to gaming on the Vanderbilt Parcel.  The Saginaw Tribe’s offer to 

address why IGRA bars off-reservation gaming will not advance the 

legal and factual questions in this case.  If anything, the Saginaw 

Tribe’s argument begs the question why it seeks to intervene as a 

defendant alongside the Governor who must argue that the State can 

shutter the Vanderbilt casino permanently under state law because 

IGRA does not apply to fee lands that Bay Mills acquires with MILCSA 

funds. 
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The unusual factors in this case actually militate against 

intervention.  The Governor maintains separate government-to-

government relationships with each of the twelve federally-recognized 

tribes in Michigan.  The individual gaming compacts the Governor has 

with each of the twelve tribes reflects the one-to-one nature of these 

governmental relationships.  (Bay Mills Gaming Compact 11/11/15, R. 

25-3, Page ID #191–205; Saginaw Tribe Gaming Compact 1/12/17, R. 

46-1, Page ID #310–323; NHBP Gaming Compact 2/8/17, R. 67-2, Page 

ID #682–701.)   

For the last several years, the Governor has been attempting to 

renegotiate individual compacts with a number of other tribes, 

including both Bay Mills and the Saginaw Tribe.  (Saginaw Tribe 

Compact Renegotiation Notice 1/26/17, R. 61-2, Page ID #607; Bay Mills 

Compact Renegotiation Notices 1/26/17, R. 61-3, Page ID #609–10.)  

Settling or deciding the claims in this case clears a path for the 

Governor and Bay Mills to enter into a new or amended gaming 

compact that addresses whether Bay Mills can conduct gaming on lands 

acquired with MILCSA funds.   
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The Saginaw Tribe has an incentive to prevent Bay Mills and the 

Governor from resolving the claims in this case for as long as possible 

for at least two reasons.  First, it can seek to use its role in this case to 

veto a settlement and influence the terms of Bay Mills’ compact to its 

own advantage, whether to prevent competition or achieve other goals; 

and second, it can maintain a block of remaining tribes aligned against 

the Governor in compact negotiations.  This second goal is even more 

important now that the first of the six tribes (the Hannahville Indian 

Community) reached agreement on a compact with the Governor, 

demonstrating that the tribal negotiating block may be slowly eroding.  

(Agreement and Stipulation for Entry of a Consent Judgment, State of 

Michigan v Hannahville Indian Community, No. 2:17-cv-00045 (W.D. 

Mich. March 14, 2017)).  Using intervention to achieve either goal will 

delay this case and undermine the Governor’s rightful leverage in the 

negotiations.  See Bay Mills, 134 S. Ct. at 2035 (tribal obligation to 

obtain compact and state sovereign immunity from suit over 

negotiations give states “leverage” to negotiate for necessary terms).   

Even if the Saginaw Tribe did not have those specific goals in 

mind, it expressly states its intention to prevent any settlement, no 
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matter its terms.  As the Saginaw Tribe explains, it seeks nothing less 

than an “adjudicated decision[.]”  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, 

p. 28.)  But using intervention for the purpose of obstructing dispute 

resolution is unwarranted because it is inconsistent with public policy, 

which supports settlement.  See Aro Corp. v. Allied Witan Co., 531 F.2d 

1368, 1372 (6th Cir. 1976) (“Public policy strongly favors settlement of 

disputes without litigation.”).  In this context, that goal is doubly 

troubling because it would interfere in the relationship between the 

Governor and Bay Mills. 

When considering all the factors regarding timeliness, it is clear 

that the motion to intervene is not timely.  This lack of timeliness 

provides both an independent and supporting reason to affirm the 

district court’s decision to deny permissive intervention.   

C. Permissive intervention would cause undue delay and 
prejudice to the parties. 

The district court did not consider “undue delay” and “prejudice to 

the original parties” because it determined that Saginaw Tribe failed to 

make the prerequisite demonstration that it has a claim or defense that 

share a question of law or fact in common with this case.  See United 
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States v. Michigan, 424 F.3d at 445.  But the Saginaw Tribe’s delayed 

motion would cause both undue delay and prejudice—in part because it 

has signaled a complete lack of interest in the substantive issues that 

must be resolved in the main action. 

The Saginaw Tribe argues that there would be no delay or 

prejudice to the parties because this case is in the early stages.  The 

arguments concerning timeliness demonstrate that this litigation is not 

new.  Intervention will cause delay, and using this case to affect the 

ongoing compact negotiations would be prejudicial to the Governor’s 

ability to negotiate compacts and maintain separate government-to-

government relationships with the tribes.   

Moreover, this step of the permissive intervention analysis 

includes looking at “any other relevant factors[.]”  Miller, 103 F.3d at 

1248.  Notably, the Governor indicated in his response to the Saginaw 

Tribe’s motion to intervene that he would not object to a timely amicus 

curiae brief on the MILCSA issue, which is an accepted alternative to 

intervention where a party does not meet the requirements in the court 

rules.  (Governor’s Br. Opposing Saginaw Tribe’s Mot. to Intervene 

1/26/17, R. 61, Page ID #590.)  See, generally, Blount-Hill v. Zelman, 
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636 F.3d 278, 287–88 (6th Cir. 2011) (noting that the court had allowed 

party to act as amicus curiae when it was not entitled to permissive 

intervention).  The Saginaw Tribe has not sought leave to file an amicus 

brief on the MILCSA issue that could decide this case.  With all briefing 

complete, it is too late to file an amicus brief now.  But the Saginaw 

Tribe’s lack of interest in this alternative strongly suggests that it 

wants to intervene only to veto a settlement between the parties – 

regardless of its terms – not to resolve points of law or fact that could 

have implications for a claim or defense it possesses.   

In Northland Family Planning Clinic, Inc. v. Cox, 487 F.3d 323, 

346 (6th Cir. 2007), this Court affirmed the district court’s decision to 

deny permissive intervention to organizations that sought to promote 

goals that were unrelated to resolving the validity of the statute being 

challenged.  While the Governor does not suggest that the Saginaw 

Tribe has taken an “ideological approach to this litigation” like the 

associations in Northland, the Saginaw Tribe attempts to insert IGRA 

issues into this case and spends almost no time at all explaining how it 

would resolve the critical MILCSA issues.  It merely promised to “pick 

up where Governor Snyder left off.”  (Saginaw Tribe’s Memo. In Support 
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of Intervention 1/12/17, R. 47, Page ID #385.)  This lack of interest in 

resolving the substantive issues the parties are litigating is an 

additional factor that weighs against permissive intervention.   

D. The district court did not improperly add 
requirements for permissive intervention. 

The Saginaw Tribe argues that the district court abused its 

discretion by creating two new requirements for permissive 

intervention not mandated by Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b).  (Saginaw Tribe Br. 

on Appeal 5/16/17, pp. 22-27.)  As a threshold clarification, Sixth Circuit 

precedent interpreting Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b) clearly recognizes a district 

court’s discretion to consider “other relevant factors” when deciding a 

motion for permissive intervention.  See, e.g., United States v. Michigan, 

424 F.3d at 445; Miller, 103 F.3d at 1248.   

The Saginaw Tribe first argues that the district court required it 

to demonstrate a form of standing when it observed that it has no 

interests in MILCSA.  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, p. 23–24.)  

The Saginaw Tribe does not seek to bring a claim in this case and the 

district court did not impose a standing requirement or suggest that the 

Saginaw Tribe’s defenses to a claim lacked some degree of commonality 
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with the Governor’s defenses.  Rather, the court was correctly framing 

the case in relation to MILCSA and pointed out that the Saginaw Tribe 

has no MILCSA claims or defenses at all. 

The Saginaw Tribe next argues that the district court required it 

to demonstrate that the Governor did not adequately represent its 

interests in this case.  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, pp. 24–25.)  

The Governor surely does provide adequate representation of the 

interests opposing off-reservation gaming in this case, as his motion for 

summary judgment demonstrates.  But the district court did not rest its 

decision to deny permissive intervention on adequate representation.  It 

had already concluded that the Saginaw Tribe had no claims or 

defenses in common with this case when it mentioned that the 

Governor’s adequate representation was “[a]lso supporting” its decision.  

(Order Denying Mots. to Intervene 3/8/17, R. 69, Page ID #745.)  In 

other words, that adequate representation confirmed the decision the 

court had already made to deny permissive intervention.  The Saginaw 

Tribe cites no authority holding that a district court abuses its 

discretion if it simply makes an observation about adequate 
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representation after first properly concluding that there is no basis for 

permissive intervention. 

The Saginaw Tribe argues there is a split of authority among the 

circuits that have addressed adequate representation in the context of 

permissive intervention, urging this Court to decide where this circuit 

stands on this issue.  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, pp. 25–26.)  

But there is no split to resolve.  The opinions the district court cited 

correctly recognized that a court that determines adequate 

representation in the mandatory intervention context might also 

identify other factors relevant to permissive intervention, like the 

potential for delay or prejudice.  See, e.g., Perry v. Proposition 8 Official 

Proponents, 587 F.3d 947, 955 (9th Cir. 2009) (cited in Tri-State 

Generation & Transmission Ass’n, Inc. v. New Mexico Pub. Regulation 

Comm’n, 787 F.3d 1068, 1075 (10th Cir. 2015)) (delay outweighed 

benefits of permissive intervention where there was adequate 

representation); Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin v. Thompson, 

164 F.R.D. 672, 678 (W.D. Wis. 1996) (allowing permissive intervention 

in a case with adequate representation would not “promote the prompt 

determination of” the legal question at the heart of the case).   
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Additionally, the Saginaw Tribe is responsible for inserting 

adequate representation into the permissive intervention issue.  Its 

brief in the district court spent a total of three paragraphs addressing 

permissive intervention and substantially relied on arguments that it 

had made in support of mandatory intervention, where adequate 

representation is an express factor under Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(a)(2).  

(Saginaw Tribe’s Memo. In Support of Intervention 1/12/17, R. 47, Page 

ID #384–86.)  The Saginaw Tribe argued that the Governor might 

change his position on whether Bay Mills can engage in off-reservation 

gaming, suggesting that the Governor might advance a different 

interpretation of the Bay Mills gaming compact2 or enter into a 

settlement to allow the gaming.  (Saginaw Tribe’s Memo. In Support of 

Intervention 1/12/17, R. 47, Page ID #385–86.)  Not surprisingly, the 

district court revisited its earlier conclusion that the Governor 

                                                           
2 The Saginaw Tribe appears to have abandoned the argument that it is 
a beneficiary of the Bay Mills compact on appeal.  If the Saginaw Tribe 
attempts to revive the argument, the Governor maintains that the 
Saginaw Tribe has its own compact, it is not a beneficiary of the Bay 
Mills compact, and section 9 of the Bay Mills compact benefits the State 
of Michigan.  Further, section 9 of the Bay Mills compact has no role in 
this case because Bay Mills is not asking the Secretary of Interior to 
take the Vanderbilt Parcel into trust. 
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adequately represented the Saginaw Tribe’s interests by actually 

opposing off-reservation gaming when it encountered the same 

argument in the permissive intervention context.  

On appeal, the Saginaw Tribe amplifies the argument that it is 

entitled to permissive intervention because of the Governor’s allegedly 

inadequate representation of its interests.  As the Saginaw Tribe says 

in the summary of its argument: 

The Saginaw Tribe seeks intervention because the 
Governor’s confirmed attempt to negotiate a settlement with 
Bay Mills—and continuing insistence on the possibility of 
settlement—demonstrates that the Governor’s priorities 
have diverged from the Saginaw Tribe’s.  The Governor no 
longer adequately protects or represents the Saginaw Tribe’s 
interests. 

(Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, p. 12 (emphasis added).)  Even 

without a proposed settlement, the Saginaw Tribe stresses that the 

mere fact that the parties may have discussed settlement calls into 

question “whether the Governor adequately represented the Saginaw 

Tribe’s interests in this litigation today.”  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 

5/16/17, p. 28 (emphasis in original).)  The Saginaw Tribe mentions 

adequate representation a third time, saying that the Governor would 

not be likely to appeal a settlement in this case, which “further 
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demonstrates the inadequacy of the Governor’s representation[.]”  

(Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, p. 29.)   

These arguments on appeal confirm that the district court 

correctly understood the Saginaw Tribe’s position that the Governor’s 

allegedly inadequate representation was as deeply embedded in its 

permissive intervention argument as in its mandatory intervention 

argument.  Consequently, the district court properly addressed 

adequate representation in connection with both types of intervention. 

Finally, the Saginaw Tribe attempts to find some inconsistency 

between the district court’s decision in this case and its decision in an 

unrelated lawsuit Little Traverse Bay Bands has filed against the 

Governor claiming to have a reservation in Emmet and Charlevoix 

Counties.  (Saginaw Tribe Br. on Appeal 5/16/17, p. 26.) (Little Traverse 

Bay Bands of Odawa Indians v Snyder, No. 1:15-cv-00850 (W.D. Mich. 

filed Aug. 21, 2015)).  In the reservation case, two associations sought 

both mandatory and permissive intervention.  (Br. in Support of Mot. 

for Intervention by Emmet County Lakeshore Ass’n and The Protection 

of Rights Alliance, Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians v 

Snyder, No. 1:15-cv-00850 (W.D. Mich. Jan. 29, 2016)).  The Little 
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Traverse Bay Bands did not challenge the associations’ arguments that 

they shared defenses that had common questions of law or fact with the 

reservation dispute for the purpose of permissive intervention.  (Little 

Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians’ Response to Emmet County 

Lake Shore Association and Protection of Rights Alliance’s Motion to 

Intervene at 8-10, Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians v 

Snyder, No. 1:15-cv-00850 (W.D. Mich. Feb. 12, 2016)).  However, the 

Little Traverse Bay Bands argued that the associations were 

adequately represented by the Governor and other governmental 

intervenors.  (Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians’ Response to 

Emmet County Lake Shore Association and Protection of Rights 

Alliance’s Motion to Intervene at 9, Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa 

Indians v Snyder, No. 1:15-cv-00850 (W.D. Mich. Feb. 12, 2016)).   

When ruling on the motion to intervene in the reservation case, 

the district court noted that the Little Traverse Bay Bands had “more or 

less concede[d]” that the association met the requirements of Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 24(b).  (Op. and Order Granting Applicants’ Mot. to Intervene 

Under Rule 24(B) at 3, Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians v 

Snyder, No. 1:15-cv-00850 (W.D. Mich. March 10, 2016)).  Therefore, the 
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district court declined to hold that adequate representation alone could 

defeat an established basis for permissive intervention.  (Op. and Order 

Granting Applicants’ Mot. to Intervene Under Rule 24(B) at 3, Little 

Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians v Snyder, No. 1:15-cv-00850 

(W.D. Mich. March 10, 2016)).   

In contrast, the district court in this case concluded that the 

Saginaw Tribe did not meet the requirements for permissive 

intervention.  (Order Denying Mots. to Intervene 3/8/17, R. 69, Page ID 

#745–46.)  Regardless of whether the district court should have 

mentioned adequate representation in the permissive intervention 

section of its order, the Saginaw Tribe has not established a basis for 

permissive intervention.  That the district court reached different 

results when presented with different facts shows only that it 

appropriately exercised its discretion to deny permissive intervention in 

this case. 
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CONCLUSION AND RELIEF REQUESTED 

The Saginaw Tribe does not present a winning argument on any of 

the factors that support permissive intervention.  The Saginaw Tribe 

has no claims or defenses that share common questions of law or fact 

with this Michigan Indian Land Claims Settlement Act case—it merely 

asserts the Governor’s defenses.  And its motion to intervene was 

untimely, having been brought more than five years after Bay Mills 

filed this case and more than six years after the dispute over the 

Vanderbilt casino arose.  Allowing the Saginaw Tribe to intervene 

would only delay a resolution to this case and prejudice the parties.  In 

particular, allowing intervention would affect the gaming compact 

negotiations outside this case, while also interfering with Michigan’s 

relationship with Bay Mills.  Finally, the court did not improperly 

require the Saginaw Tribe to meet additional requirements, like 

demonstrating standing or inadequate representation.  Thus, the 

district court properly exercised its discretion to deny permissive 

intervention.  

For all the foregoing reasons, Governor Snyder respectfully 

requests that this Court affirm the district court. 
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DESIGNATION OF RELEVANT DISTRICT COURT 
DOCUMENTS 

Defendant-Appellee, per Sixth Circuit Rule 28(a), 28(a)(1)-(2), 

30(b), hereby designated the following portions of the record on appeal: 

Description of Entry Date Record 
Entry No. 

Page ID No. 
Range 

Bay Mills Complaint 7/15/11 R. 1  1–6 

MILCSA Stipulation 9/23/15 R. 21 100–107 

Order Entering MILCSA 
Stipulation 

9/24/15 R. 22 108 

Amended Complaint  11/11/15 R. 25 163–171 

Warranty Deed (8/27/2010) 11/11/15 R. 25-2 188–190 

Bay Mills Gaming 
Compact (8/20/1993) 

11/11/15 R. 25-3 191–205 

Letter to Tierney 
(12/6/2010) 

11/11/15 R. 25-4 206–207 

Governor’s Answer to 
Amended Complaint 

12/07/15 R. 26 208–230 

Stipulation 1/07/16 R. 28 233–235 

Order Extending Briefing 
Deadlines  

1/08/16 R. 29 236 

Stipulation 3/22/16 R. 30 237–238 

Order Extending Briefing 
Deadlines 

3/31/16 R. 32 243–244 

Order Lifting Stay 9/30/16 R. 35 251 
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Stipulation 11/28/16 R. 39 261–262 

Order Extending Briefing 
Deadlines 

11/30/16 R. 40 265–266 

Stipulation 12/07/16 R. 41 267–270 

Order Extending Briefing 
Deadlines  

12/07/16 R. 42 271–272 

Saginaw Tribe’s Motion to 
Intervene 

1/12/17 R. 44 274–277 

Saginaw Tribe’s Proposed 
Answer to Amended 
Complaint 

1/12/17 R. 44-1 278–296 

Reed Declaration in 
Support of Saginaw Tribe’s 
Motion to Intervene 

1/12/17 R. 46 298, 304 

Saginaw Tribe Gaming 
Compact (8/20/1993) 

1/12/17 R. 46-1 306–23 

Letter to Walden 
(12/5/2016) 

1/12/17 R. 46-8 351–352 

Saginaw Tribe’s 
Memorandum in Support 
of Intervention 

1/12/17 R. 47 376–386 

Governor’s Brief 
Supporting Summary 
Judgment  

1/13/17 R. 54 401–538 

Interior Indian Lands 
Opinion (12/21/2010) 

1/13/17 R. 54-3 437–452 

National Indian Gaming 
Commission Jurisdiction 
Memorandum (12/21/10) 

1/13/17 R. 54-4 454–456 
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Nottawaseppi Motion to 
Intervene  

1/25/17 R. 58 553 

Governor’s Brief Opposing 
Saginaw Tribe’s Motion to 
Intervene  

1/26/17 R. 61 590–637 

Saginaw Tribe Compact 
Renegotiation Notice 
(8/16/12) 

1/26/17 R. 61-2 607 

Bay Mills Compact 
Renegotiation Notices  

1/26/17 R. 61-3 609–10 

Article (11/18/2016) 1/26/17 R. 61-4 611–13 

Article (11/21/2016) 1/26/17 R. 61-5 615–18 

Article (11/2016) 1/26/17 R. 61-6 620–22 

Bay Mills’ Brief Opposing 
Saginaw Tribe’s Motion to 
Intervene  

1/26/17 R. 62 638–648 

Governor’s Brief Opposing 
Nottawaseppi Motion to 
Intervene 

2/8/17 R. 67 666–79 

Nottawaseppi Gaming 
Compact (12/3/98) 
 

2/8/17 R. 67-2 682–701 

Bay Mills’ Brief Opposing 
Nottawaseppi Motion to 
Intervene  

2/8/17 R. 68 728–739 

Order Denying Motions to 
Intervene  

3/8/17 R. 69 740–49 

Bay Mills Brief Opposing 
Summary Judgment 

3/17/17 R. 70 752–781 
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Governor’s Reply Brief 
Supporting Summary 
Judgment  

4/7/17 R. 81 862–876 

 
To the extent necessary, Defendant-Appellee hereby designated 

the following portions of the record in those two related cases: 

 
State of Michigan v Glezen,  

United States District Court for the Western District of Michigan  
(Case No. 1:10-cv-01273) 

 

Description of Entry Date Record 
Entry No. 

Page ID No. 
Range 

State’s Complaint 12/21/10 R. 1  1–8 

Remand Order 2/23/15 R. 190 2665 

Second Amended 
Complaint 

4/30/15 R. 199 2891–2979 

MILCSA Stipulation  9/23/15 R. 222 3028–34 

Order Entering MILCSA 
Stipulation  

9/24/15 R. 223 3035–36 
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Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians v Bay Mills Indian 

Community,  
United States District Court for the Western District of Michigan  

(Case No. 1:10-cv-01278) 
 

Description of Entry Date Record 
Entry No. 

Page ID No. 
Range 

Little Traverse Bay Bands 
Complaint 

12/22/10 R. 1  1–7 

Opinion and Order 
Granting Preliminary 
Injunction  

3/29/11 R. 42 1321–38 

Order Dismissing Case 9/25/12 R. 174 2413 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LF: BMIC v Snyder/#2010-0031157-F-L/ Brief on Appeal 2016-6-15  
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